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Abstract

Two experiments are reported that constitute new methods for
evaluation of text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis from the user’s
perspective. Experiment 1, using sentence stimuli, and
Experiment 2, using discrete word stimuli, investigate the
effect of voice gender and signal quality on the intelligibility
of three TTS synthesis systems from the user’s point of view.
Accuracy scores and reaction time were recorded as on-line,
implicit indices of intelligibility during phoneme detection
tasks. It was hypothesized that male voice TTS would be more
intelligible than female voice TTS, and that low quality signals
would reduce intelligibility. Results indicate an interaction
between voice gender and signal quality which is dependent
on the TTS system. We suggest that intelligibility from the
user’s perspective is modulated by several factors and there is
a need to tailor systems to particular commercial applications.
Methods to achieve commercially relevant evaluation of TTS
synthesis are discussed.

1. Introduction

Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis is the automated process that
produces spoken output from input text characters [1]. The
increasing number and uses of TTS in telecommunications,
information services, and applications for the disabled give
rise to a need for evaluation procedures that can reliably
discriminate the effectiveness of the systems in various
contexts [2]. Methods used to examine TTS synthesis
intelligibility include the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) and
its derivative the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) [3]. Both the
DRT and the MRT employ a two-alternative forced-choice
discrimination task using monosyllabic words that differ in
initial or final phoneme in a word (e.g. pack-pat). Delogu,
Conte, and Sementina [4] have criticized these methods for
not adequately representing continuous speech and for the
limited number of response alternatives they afford. Other
tests have employed a dictation task, for example the Spelling
Alphabet Test (SpAT), and Phonetically Balanced Word Lists
(PB). While beneficial in measuring intelligibility at the
phoneme level, these tests remain limited in their
representation of continuous speech.

Recent studies examining intelligibility have found
differences between two synthesisers (DECtalk and
Macintalk) producing male, female and child voices [5]. The
descriptive results that were provided indicated that
intelligibility scores are dependent on voice gender and
interact with the system - in Macintalk a female voice appears
to be more intelligible than the male voice and vice versa for
DECtalk. The implication here is that voice gender appears to
affect intelligibility and should be considered in selecting a
TTS system. However, the aim was to compare TTS systems
rather than exploring the differences in intelligibility across
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r itself [5]. Given this emphasis, and the lack of
ical tests for gender it is not yet clear whether voice
r significantly influences intelligibility. An earlier study
knowledged the value of comparing male and female
g produced by DECtalk, finding that the male voice was
intelligible than the female voice. However, systematic
igation of voice gender in other TTS systems is yet to
de.
oul and Allen [6] also examined the effect of noise on
gibility by adding twelve-talker speech babble to the
h signal. Intelligibility increased as the signal-to-noise
increased suggesting that background noise interferes
ntelligibility. The results also implied that the impact of
noise is more deleterious on the DECtalk male voice

he DECtalk female voice. That is, the female voice was
ly more intelligible than the male voice under noisy
tions (a reversal of order compared with the no noise
tion). The idea that noise and voice gender factors
ct to affect TTS intelligibility deserves further attention
ially in relation to other TTS systems. Moreover, if
ical factors are to be considered then it is appropriate to
p a method that is more representative of the natural
f speech in real-world environments such as the office.

fore, an alternative to the MRT method [6] is necessary.
e use of continuous or running speech is particularly

tant because “durations of phonetic segments strongly
d on contextual factors such as the identities of
nding segments, stress, accent, and phrase boundaries”
alikow et al. [8] developed a test of synthetic speech
ted under varying noise conditions (Speech In Noise
PIN). The test items in this case were sentences rather
onosyllabic words. The predictability of the sentences
anipulated (low, medium and high predictability) to
the impact of context (use of linguistic-situational cues)

elligibility. Participants listened to sentences and were
to write down the final word in each sentence. There
significant effect of both predictability and noise, with
redictability and high noise reducing intelligibility.
ver, the effect of noise was more prominent in low
tability sentences and did not have a significant effect

ghly predictable sentences. More recently, the use of
ntically Unpredictable Sentences (SUS) [9] in a
ion task has been recommended for evaluating
gibility of TTS synthesis in the context of continuous
 [2].
e SUS method preserves sentence syntax while
ting the semantic cohesiveness of the sentence, for
le “The table walked through the blue truth” [9]. The
tion to the semantic flow prevents the perceiver from
context cues to understand the utterance. Thus

ences in listeners’ perception can be attributed to
es in variables being manipulated (e.g., voice gender,



signal quality) and not variations in word or item probability.
A dictation task involving SUS sentences is a difficult task
and is therefore useful in discriminating between TTS systems
that appear close in intelligibility on other tests. However, it
has been suggested by [8] that “a test of a listener’s ability to
understand everyday speech must…assess both the acoustic-
phonetic and the linguistic-situational components of the
process” (p.1). This can be achieved by combining SUS
sentences with an alternative task that targets intelligibility at
the phoneme level. An ideal method is the phoneme detection
task that has been established in the field of speech perception
[10].

The phoneme detection task involves searching for, and
indicating the occurrence of, a particular target phoneme
embedded in an utterance [10]. A wide selection of phoneme
targets is possible, with flexibility in placing these targets in
various positions in both the word and the sentence. This
makes the phoneme detection task suited to SUS material. An
additional benefit is that control trials (that do not contain the
target phoneme) can be used to obtain a precise measure of
accuracy. This provides an implicit measure of intelligibility,
which is operationalized as the proportion of correct
identifications (hit rate) minus the proportion of false
positives (false alarm rate). A false positive refers to
responding as if a target phoneme is present when it is in fact
absent.

2. Experiment 1

The aim of Experiment 1 is to investigate intelligibility of
male and female voice TTS systems in conditions of high and
low signal quality focusing on the phoneme level in
continuous speech. It is hypothesized that male voices are
more intelligible than female voices and that high quality
signals are more intelligible than low quality (noise added)
signals. However, it is likely that there are interactions
between voice gender and signal quality in different TTS
systems.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants

Participants were 60 undergraduate Psychology students (53
females and 7 males) from the University of Western Sydney.
Participants had a mean age of 22.58 yrs (SD = 7.17yrs) with
self-reported normal hearing and no experience in phonetics or
any training with synthetic speech. All were native speakers of
English.

2.1.2. Materials

Three SUS sentence structures (intransitive, imperative,
interrogative; see [9]), were used as a basis to construct a total
of 72 novel sentences between 6 and 8 words in length. Half of
the sentences (experimental sentences) contained one of nine
target phonemes in either the beginning, middle or end of a
word, that was in turn either at the beginning, middle or end of
the sentence. The remaining 36 control sentences did not
contain the target phoneme.

Words containing targets were controlled according to
written and spoken frequency using the Celex Lexical
Database [11]. Sentences were synthesised from three
anonymous TTS systems (A, B and C), creating a pool of 216
sentences. For each system, half of the sentences were spoken
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to noise ratio=8.79dB; SD=0.9dB). Natural recordings
nthetic versions of six sentences (in a male or female
were used as practice items. The 216 sentences were

d into three balanced versions of the experiment.

Procedure

ipants were allocated randomly to one of three
ment versions and tested individually. Participants were
cted to listen for the sound of a letter target (provided
ly on screen) and to press a key marked YES as soon as
eard the target phoneme, or to press NO at the end of
ntence if they did not detect the target. Feedback was
on each trial. Each experimental version contained 20

ce items (10 natural and 10 synthetic) followed by three
of 24 sentence trials. A 300 ms warning tone preceded

entence by 1 s. Presentation of targets was randomised
en trials. The experiment took 25 minutes.

esults

accuracy scores are shown in Table 1, as a function of
system, quality and gender. As hypothesized,

igibility was significantly higher for male voice
34, SD=.068) than female voice (M=.361, SD=.072),

9)=9.30, p<.01, and higher for high quality signals
53, S D=.069) than low quality signals (M =.342,
75), F(1,59)=7.48, p<.01. There was a significant main

 of TTS system, F(2,59)=7.57, p<.01.

 1: Mean accuracy scores (hit rate – false alarm rate) for
 and female voice TTS synthesis in high and low quality

signal conditions.

High Quality Low Quality
ystem A
   Male
   Female

.396

.390
.271
.175

ystem B
  Male
  Female

.515

.429
.486
.384

ystem C
   Male
  Female

.611

.378
.328
.407

significant three-way interaction indicates that the
s of voice gender and signal quality varies across the
TTS systems, F(2,59)=6.83, p<.01. As can be seen in
1 there was little difference between male and female
for TTS system A in the high quality condition.

ver, in the low quality condition, accuracy appears to be
for the male voice than the female voice. In TTS system
re was a tendency for accuracy to be better for male
than female voice in both quality conditions. For TTS

C, the effect of voice gender and signal quality on
cy scores was different. Figure 1 shows that accuracy
gnificantly better for male than female voice in the high
y condition t(58)=3.06, p<.01. Low quality female

appear to be more intelligible than low quality male
and high quality female voices, although this effect

ot significant.



2.3. Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that TTS system,
voice gender and signal quality affect intelligibility. Overall,
the male voice and high quality signals were most intelligible.
However, voice gender and signal quality interact with TTS
system. For example, voice gender affected intelligibility of
TTS Systems B and C presented in high quality conditions but
had no effect on System A in the high quality condition, and
when presented in a low quality context, the female voice of
System C led to better accuracy than the male voice.

Experiment 2 investigates these variables further using
ecologically valid, word categories as stimuli. The real-world
“call centre” stimuli consisted of numerals, first and last
names, international and local place names presented both as
TTS and natural speech.

3. Experiment 2

The aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate the effect of TTS
system, voice gender and signal quality on auditory search
time and accuracy. The factorial design consisted of four
levels of system (TTS Systems A, B, C, and natural speech),
two levels of voice gender (male, female), and two levels of
signal quality (low, high) with repeated measures on the latter
factor. It was hypothesized that male voice TTS is more
intelligible than female voice and that high quality signals are
more intelligible than low quality signals. Voice gender, signal
quality and TTS system will interact.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

Sixty-eight undergraduate psychology students (64 females
and 4 males) from the University of Western Sydney,
participated for course credit (Mean age: 19.61 years; SD:
1.88).

3.1.2. Materials

A stimulus pool of 70 words from call centre relevant
categories (numerals, first names, surnames, international and
local place names) were used to create 80 lists of 12 words, 16
lists for each of the five target phonemes (/t/, /s/, /n/, /v/, /i/).
These 16 were subdivided into four lists according to the
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Figure 1: Experiment 1 accuracy scores for high and low
quality male and female voices in TTS System C.
ination of levels of voice gender and background noise.
n each of the four lists, the word containing the target
me was placed early (items 1-3), middle (items 4-9), late
10-12), or not at all. The sets of lists were recorded in

of three TTS systems as well as natural speech. The
l speech was digitally recorded in a sound attenuated
. All files were normalised for intensity using
dit96. Lists were presented in a new random order to
articipant.

Procedure

ipants were randomly assigned to one of four
imental groups (TTS System A, B, C, or natural speech)
sted individually. They were instructed to listen for the
of a phoneme target (presented visually) and to press

the ‘YES’ key or ‘NO’ key after each word in the list, as
ly and accurately as possible, according to whether they

the target phoneme. A practice trial of one list
ning a mixture of voice gender and signal quality types
presented prior to the experiment to familiarize
ipants with the procedure. The 80 lists were divided into
roups of 20 lists to allow for breaks. The experiment
0 minutes.

esults

entification of the target phoneme may influence
quent search time, search time was calculated as the
ge time taken to respond to each of the items from
ons 4-9 on both the late target, and no target lists. Trials

the target occurred in early or middle items of the list
discarded. Accuracy was calculated as hit rate (HR)
false alarm rate (FAR). A score of 1 reflects 100%

cy and 0.5 is chance (equal HR and FAR).

arch times were analysed using a three-way analysis of
ce. It was hypothesized that intelligibility would be
r in response to a male voice than a female voice. A
icant main effect for voice gender was evident although
eans indicate that search time was shortest for female
F(1,67)=52.60, p<.01. As hypothesized, accuracy was

icantly greater in response to male (.73) than female
voice, F(1,64)=7.02, p<.01. In line with the second
hesis, a main effect of noise indicated that intelligibility
gnificantly greater in the high quality condition than the
quality condition evident in both search time
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igure 2: Experiment 2 search time as a function of
system and voice gender.



F(1,67)=23.21, p<.01, and accuracy F(1,64)=50.03, p<.01.
Search time also reflected a main effect for system,
F(3,67)=3.23, p<.05. Search time was significantly faster in
the natural speech condition than the three TTS conditions,
F(1,67)=8.32, p<.01.

Of most interest are the interactions that occur between
system and signal quality and between signal quality and
voice gender. There was a significant voice gender x system
interaction evident in search time, F (1,67)=4.37, p<.01
(Figure 2), and mirrored in accuracy F(1,64)=3.56, p<.05. In
search time, there was also a significant voice gender x signal
quality interaction F(1,67)=13.90, p<.01. A post hoc analysis
revealed that search time was facilitated when a female voice
was presented as a high quality signal, F(1,67)=4.37, p<.01.
Figure 3 illustrates that this combination of female voice and
high signal quality was most effective whereas the other three
conditions recorded approximately equal search times.
System C was most intelligible under these conditions

3.3. Discussion

An auditory search task has been used as a new method for
on-line, implicit measurement of intelligibility using
ecologically valid call centre items as stimuli. The results
indicate that search time slows and accuracy decreases when
targets are presented under noisy conditions. Search time was
shortest for the female compared with the male voice in all
three TTS synthesis systems and the natural speech condition.
The male voice, in general, led to relatively good accuracy.
Notably, under noisy conditions, the female voice in TTS
synthesis System C led to the shortest search times and good
accuracy.

4. General Discussion

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that phoneme
detection, using either sentence or call-centre stimuli, is a
sensitive tool to partial out effects of voice gender, signal
quality and TTS system. Specifically, the results indicate that
the gender of the voice and the quality of the signal do affect
intelligibility of TTS synthesis. Generally, male voicing is
more intelligible than female voicing, and high quality signals
are more intelligible than low quality signals. More
importantly, there is evidence that the effect of voice gender
and signal quality is not consistent in all TTS systems. This
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 mean search time interaction
between voice gender and signal quality.
ghts the need to assess TTS systems relative to their
ed application and environment, not just in some
rd or ideal setting. Specifically, TTS systems that are to
ed in noisy environments need to be evaluated in
priately noisy, real-world contexts.
e approach proposed here applies the established

imental paradigms of cognitive psychology to
igate TTS intelligibility and effectiveness. A long-term

to develop a suite of programs that can be used in a
y of settings to evaluate and compare banks of TTS
s.
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